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PARIS MEN’S SHOWS FALL 2012
THOM BROWNE

Thom Browne (http://www.thombrowne.com) is a master showman who doesn’t simply stage
fashion défilés, he mounts full-scale theatrical productions. He also has a fondness for Paris: last
season, he showed his men’s collection at Maxim’s, and this time he chose the Galerie de
Minéralogie, a musty, 19th-century museum in the Jardin des Plantes. It’s a creepy spot at the best
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of times, made gloomier by the cold winter night. And then Thom’s parade of preppy punks began.



As Lisa Birnbach pointed out in her seminal anthropological study of tribal WASP behavior, The
Preppy Handbook, there is (or was, back in the late 70s/early 80s, when the book appeared), a
distinct “Punk-Prep Connection”:

A subgroup of Preppies are connoisseurs of punk. Some of them simply read the music columns in
the SoHo Weeky News in the subway on the way to work for shock value, and some just like to

dance to punk music. But there are serious Prep-punk types who would dye their hair blue if they
didn’t work in law firms, and who spend their weekends in alphabet city (Avenues A, B, C and D) on
the Lower East Side of New York…, prowling through thrift stores searching for thin-lapeled jackets

and harlequin sunglasses.



Of course, fashion recycling has sped up since 1980–Prep, Punk, New Wave and general 70s and 80s
nostalgia have all been plundered for their stylistic references and tossed into pop culture’s voracious
mixing machine. The guys in Thom’s Preppy-punk brigade sported elements as disparate as spiky
hair, combat boots, bondage hoods (reminiscent of Leigh Bowery), metal studs, crewneck sweaters,
cartoonishly-padded vintage football uniforms, kilts, and patterns and prints ranging from argyles
and plaids to ducks and safety pins.











But beneath the extreme accessories and theatrical presentation, we spotted some truly amazing
clothes, of a workmanship rarely seen in menswear. One jacket, for example, was completely
covered in matte black studs, and looked like haute couture for men. Ultimately, shows like this
celebrate the creative process: whether or not the items will be sold seems almost beside the point.

––Mark Grischke
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